INVESTIGATION REPORT – Team 4
Investigation Site

Pirton, Toot Hill

Investigation Date

30th November 2012

Report By

Elaine Ellis

Team Members

Elaine and Sarah

General
It was a cold night, registering -5°C in the car on the way. The moon was bright, and everything was
crisp and cold. Elaine finds the motte nice and quiet and did not think she would pick anything up.

Vigil 1: Motte – 21:20 to 22:00
For the positions of the team members see the plan below.
21:28 Sarah saw an image of a straight black shape, human size, straight ahead of her by the tree next
to the entrance of the castle mound, it was still.
21:33 Sarah noticed the frost twinkling from under the long flat grass looking like little eyes looking
up from below – graves come to mind.
21:35 Elaine could see her own shadow and was expecting to see another shadow next to hers.
21:37 Elaine has the name Samuel come to mind.
As Sarah looked slightly to her left, where the church is situated, she saw something black
move against the church door light blocking it for a second, as if something was running along
the edge. The level edge of the motte was level with the higher light above the church door
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(from where Sarah was siting).
21:38 Sarah heard a crack from the field opposite.
21:40 While looking at the top of the motte Elaine notices a white figure running towards Steph and
Marion’s direction.
21:46 Sarah heard a strange train whistle sound and a barking dog.
21:48 Elaine and Sarah heard a low aircraft.
21:52 Sarah heard a thud coming from the field opposite.
21:53 Elaine has the feeling of drowning.
21:54 While Elaine is looking towards Steph and Marion she notices a woman in white standing next
to Marion.

Vigil 2: Pathway and Fence – 22:10 to 22:40
For the positions of the team members see the plan below.
22:16 Sarah thought she saw a big black bird shape fly across from the large tree by the church. It was
much colder by the fence than in the motte, and was finding it hard to concentrate.
22:19 Elaine has the words hang man’s to come to mind.
An owl was heard hooting – this was probably what Sarah saw flying by the church.
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22:25 A man’s voice and footsteps are heard behind Elaine, when looked around nothing is seen.
Elaine did not like looking towards the alley way and was expecting someone to come rushing
out at her.
22:26 Sarah heard a strange air noise or scream sounding vaguely like a car skid or some kind of
animal noise. Sarah could not pinpoint the noise.
Due to the extreme cold it was decided to leave the investigation there and call it a night.

Equipment List
Elaine

Digital Camera: Kodak C913
Digital Voice Recorder: VN-2100PC
Notepad, pen, torch and watch

Sarah C

Digital Camera: Sony DSC-H50
Notepad, pen, torch and watch
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